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bstract

In some specific applications, the measuring environment can have characteristics unsuitable for the correct working of the electronics, because
t is not possible to connect the sensitive element to the conditioning electronics by standard cables or by a radiofrequency link. A possible
olution can be a contact-less activation of a passive sensor through a magnetic field. The technique proposed here can be applied to reso-
ant microsensors obtained through a microelectromechanical-system (MEMS) technology based, for example, on a standard CMOS process
ithout any magnetic layers required. A conductive and non-magnetic cantilever, located in a time-variable magnetic field, is brought into res-
nance thanks to the interaction between the eddy currents in the cantilever and the external magnetic field. In order to test this effect for
esonant sensors, an experimental set-up has been built. A piezoelectric bimorph covered by two aluminium sheets is used as cantilever: the

luminium sheets are conductive and non-magnetic layers, while the piezoelectric is only used to detect the induced vibrations. Experimental
esults demonstrate that, when the time-variable magnetic field is applied, resonant vibrations are induced and measured by the piezoelectric
antilever.

2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

In these last years, specific applications require the measure-
ent of physical or chemical quantities into environments that

re hostile to the electronics. Common examples can be:

measurement in environments at high temperatures,
measurement into environment that is not accessible like her-
metic boxes or others,
measurement inside human body,
measurement on rotating systems.

A possible solution can be the separation of the sensitive

lement from the conditioning electronics: consequently the sen-
itive element can work in an environment different from that
f the electronics. In this case anyway, the energy required to
ower the sensitive element is not always available and a possi-
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le choice of the sensitive element can be an oscillating structure
rought into oscillation by an external activation. The basic prin-
iple becomes the measurement of the resonance frequency shift
nduced by the physical or chemical quantity.

MEMS devices are the object of interest in several branches
f science and industry [1] due to the possible low produc-
ion cost. MEMS sensors based on change of resonance are
idely adopted [2,3] to measure different types of physical

nd chemical quantities. Resonant sensors can be brought into
esonance by exciting the mechanical structure using differ-
nt actuating techniques: electrostatic, magnetic, thermal and
iezoelectric [4–7]. Magnetic actuation can be usually obtained
y two different techniques, both using an external magnetic
eld: by exploiting the Lorentz force or by depositing a mag-
etic film on the resonant structure. An example of the first
echnique is reported in [8] where a resonant silicon cantilever
or force measurement is described: the cantilever is placed in
magnetic field and a current is applied by an independent
ource.

Magnetic actuation can be also obtained by depositing a mag-
etic film on the resonant structure. These films are used in a
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ot of resonant sensors and actuators [4]. A magnetic actuation
xample, which uses a magnetic film, is reported in [5]: the actu-
tor is a cantilever beam that supports an electroplated permalloy
lm. In this case a power supply is not necessary, but the inte-
ration of magnetic films is hardly compatible with standard
MOS process because [8]:

There is the possibility of spreading some elements of the
magnetic layer into the silicon and degrading the circuits
either during their deposition or subsequent processing.
Magnetic films are often deposited at elevated temperatures to
obtain optimized properties, but generally high temperatures
cause stresses in the structure and problems with aluminium
metallization.
Magnetic films, deposited on silicon chip, can have adhesion
problems.

A lot of examples where micromachining technologies can be
oupled with standard CMOS technology are reported in liter-
ture: sacrificial layer and other deposition process are some
xamples [9,10]. Thus, suspended structures, membranes or
ridges can be realized on the same integrated circuit with very
ow damages to the electronic parts by sacrificial layer or by
pportune etching processes coupled with protective layer.

In this paper a magnetic-contactless activation of a cantilever,
ith a conductive and non-magnetic film on it, is described. The

esonant element is passive and does not require internal power
upply. Moreover the technique proposed here can be applied
o resonant microsensors obtained through a MEMS technology
ased on a standard CMOS process.

. Operating principle

As shown in Fig. 1, a conductive cantilever (whose left side
ace is in the z = 0 plane) is located in a static and in a time-
hanging magnetic flux field [11–13]: the time changing (B0) and

he static (B1) fields have both transverse (B1z, B0z) and in plane
B1p, B0p) components. The transverse time-changing magnetic
eld generates eddy currents in the cantilever; the external
ynamic and static magnetic fields (B0 and B1) and the induced

c
t
f

ig. 1. Schematic drawing of the conductive cantilever (15 mm × 1.5 mm × 0.6 mm)
n plane components (c). The dark region represents the mechanical constraint.
tuators A 135 (2007) 197–202

urrents in the cantilever are then responsible for electromag-
etic forces acting on the cantilever. These forces are investi-
ated in order to exploit their possible use in a resonant sensor.

Neglecting displacement currents, the relation between trans-
erse magnetic fields (Hz) and in plane eddy currents and electric
elds (Ep) is governed by Maxwell equations:

× Ep = −∂Bz

∂t
= −

(
∂B0z

∂t
+ ∂Bez

∂t

)
(1)

× Hez = Jep = σEp (2)

z = μ0Hz = μ0(H0z + Hez) (3)

here Bez is the (transverse) magnetic flux induced by the (in
lane) eddy currents (whose density is Jep) and σ is the electric
onductivity of the beam. Applying the curl operator to Eq. (2),
n the limit of very small conductive sheet thickness (h), we get
he following equation for the magnetic field induced by the
ddy currents:

2Hez − μ0σ
∂Hez

∂t
= σ

∂B0z

∂t
(4)

Solving Eq. (4) we then get the eddy-current distribution by
q. (2) and the electromagnetic force from Lorentz equation:

= hJep(B0 + B1 + Bez) (5)

Note that, due to the mechanical constraint (the dark region
f the cantilever in Fig. 1), transverse magnetic flux field com-
onents are responsible for longitudinal and lateral strain of the
eam, while in plane components exert a torque, as shown in
ig. 1. In sinusoidal regime at angular frequency ω, Eq. (5)
ecomes:

∼= k0 + k1 ejωt + k2 ej2ωt (6)

here k0, k1 and k2 are suitable complex constants.

From Eq. (6) we expected that, generating a magnetic field

onsisting of a static and dynamic component, the forces on
he cantilever have at lest two sinusoidal components: one at
requency f and the second at 2f.

in a time-changing magnetic field: general case (a), with only transverse (b), or
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of the experimental system.
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Fig. 2. Block scheme

The forces applied to the cantilever generate movement of
he cantilever at the frequencies f and 2f.

. Experimental system

A block diagram of the experimental system is reported in
ig. 2, it consists of a sinusoidal generator, followed by a power
mplifier that drives a coil inductor working as a magnetic field
enerator. This magnetic field acts on the conductive cantilever
ringing it into oscillations. Because the cantilever is a piezo-
lectric transducer, the oscillations are revealed by a charge
mplifier, whose input is at the piezoelectric element output.

The power amplifier drives the coil with a voltage up to
30 V with a maximum current of 5 A and its bandwidth is about

00 kHz. The inductance coil consists of a ferrite core (N27) “C”
haped over which a 1000 turns are wound. The inductance value
s around 45 mH. The inductance core presents also a static flux
eld due to a residual magnetization that has been measured by

nserting a magneto-resistive sensor into the air gap. The time-
hanging magnetic field is around 600 A/m near the cantilever,
hile the static, due to residual magnetization, is around 1 kA/m.
The piezoelectric bimorph cantilever is a RS-285-784 and

as a piezoelectric constant g31 of 12.1 × 104 Vm/N. Two alu-
inium sheets (approximate thickness of 20 �m) have been

lued on the two sides of the bimorph. First the aluminium sheets
ave been cut (the same size of the bimorph, 15 mm × 1.5 mm)
ith the aid of an optical microscope. Then they have been

trewed with cyanoacrylate glue, and pressed on the bimorph by
weezers. Also a cantilever with only one sheet has been tested
ut two aluminium sheets have been found to produce a higher
ignal. Aluminium has conductivity σ of 37.7 × 106 � m−1 and
t is a non-magnetic material. As sketched in Fig. 1, the can-
ilever is clamped in one extremity, with a mechanical constraint
hat should be as rigid as possible. In this experimental appa-
atus, a screw and a Plexiglas block are used to firmly clamp
ne extremity of the cantilever. The screw has been obtained
ith an epossidic resin which, becoming harder, holds the can-

ilever. In Fig. 3 a photo and a schematic drawing are reported:

he bimorph is clamped to the fixed support and the conductive
art is put into the air gap of the inductor core. All the support
s fixed at an antivibration breadboard.

ig. 3. A picture of the experimental set-up (a) and its schematic drawing (b).
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Fig. 4. The charge-amplifier circuit, where R = 15 M� and C = 68 pF.

The charge amplifier has a differential input stage and
n instrumentation amplifier as output stage. The two opera-
ional amplifiers are OPA637. The instrumentation amplifier is
NA118; it has a gain of 5 and a bandwidth of 100 kHz (Fig. 4).

Most experiments have been executed by using a network
nalyzer to generate a sinusoidal input at frequency f and analyze
he displacement induced by the first harmonic at frequency f.

oreover other experiments have been conducted by driving
he power amplifier with a sinusoid at the frequency generated
y function generator and measuring the charge amplifier output
ith a spectrum analyzer to verify the presence of a displacement

nduced by the first and second harmonics of the force according
o Eq. (6).

. Experimental results

The system has been driven by the network analyzer scanning
he frequency over a known range looking for a resonance con-
ition. In Fig. 5 the frequency response of the system (Vo/Vi)
s reported: a point is clearly visible, located at 2320 Hz that
enotes a resonance frequency. To verify that such frequency
s the mechanical resonance fm, the same resonance has been
etermined through a different method. The impedance of the
iezoelectric cantilever has been measured and the maximum
alue of the real part of its admittance corresponds to 2320 Hz.

To modify the mechanical resonance frequency, the cantilever
ass has been changed by charging the tip of the same cantilever
ith a minute drop of paint. In particular two drops, each of
ifferent mass, have been deposited one after the other obtaining
hree different experimental situations that, in the following, are

eferred as: (1) no drop; (2) one drop; (3) two drops.

The impedance of the cantilever has been measured by an
mpedance analyzer, and three different diagrams corresponding
o the previous defined three cases are shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 5. The magnitude (a) and phase (b) diagrams of the frequency response of
the system.

Fig. 6. The impedance magnitude (a) and phase (b) of the cantilever.

Table 1
Mechanical cantilever resonances

Drops fm (Hz)

0 2320
1
2
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q

2268
2090

From the experimental data, the mechanical resonances have
een derived (frequency fm in Table 1).

Fig. 7 shows the experimental frequency response measured
ith the proposed system when the cantilever is charged with
aint drops on its tip. The resonant frequencies, for the loaded
antilever, are lower than the corresponding frequencies of the
nloaded cantilever.

According to Eq. (6), if the current driving the coil is a sinu-
oid at frequency f, the force has at least f and 2f components.
he coil is driven at frequency f and a spectrum analyzer mea-
ures the charge amplifier output. Moreover also the spectrum of
he current driving the coil is measured to exclude the presence
f harmonics higher than the fundamental.

The frequency f of the current driving the coil has been set to
1/2)fm. When no mass is charged over the cantilever (“no drop”
ase) the input and output spectrum diagrams are reported in

ig. 8.

While the input clearly has only its fundamental, the out-
ut spectrum shows two peaks (indicated by arrows): the first
laced at frequency f and the second with a very high magnitude

ig. 7. The magnitude (a) and phase (b) diagrams of the signals at different mass
uantities.
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Fig. 8. The input and output spectrum diagrams calculated at zero mass, with
the input-signal frequency of (1/2)fm ((1/2)2300 Hz = 1150 Hz).
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ig. 9. The output spectrum diagrams with the input at (1/2)fm and different
ass loads.

t frequency fm. When the paint drops are deposited onto the
antilever (“one drop” and “two drops” cases), a similar behav-
or has been observed. Fig. 9 shows the output spectra in a small
requency window, for the three cases, each driven at its (1/2)fm.
s it can be seen the resonance frequency value and the vibration

mplitude (proportional to the magnitude of the output voltage)

ecrease with the increase of the mass on the cantilever.

In order to exclude that the resonance can be induced by
xternal mechanical noise and that the magnetic field gener-
tes oscillation on the cantilever at a specified frequency, the

ig. 10. The input and its output spectrum diagram of the signal at sub-harmonic
requency.

[

[

[

[
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oil is driven by a sinusoid whose frequency is not equal to
he mechanical resonance and its sub-harmonic frequencies. In
ig. 10 the input is a sinusoid at 350 Hz. The output diagram
hows two peaks: first at 350 Hz and another at double frequency
00 Hz. Comparing the amplitude of the oscillation induced at
esonance, as reported in Fig. 8, in this case the value is lower
eing the scale of the output magnitude one order of magnitude
elow. Even if the frequency range analyzed is broad enough
o contain the value of the resonance frequency, which in the
ase of two drops is located at 2090 Hz according to Table 1, no
ignificant components at this frequency is present.

. Conclusions

In this paper the possibility to induce vibrations and reso-
ance on a conductive and non-magnetic cantilever by a time-
hanging magnetic field has been discussed. Using a piezoelec-
ric cantilever we have proved that the induced resonance is

echanical; the method has been experimentally demonstrated.
he force acting on the cantilever arises from the interaction
etween the eddy current, induced in the conductive cantilever
y the time-changing magnetic field, and the magnetic field
tself. It is expected that the proposed technique could be used
or development of resonant micro sensors in MEMS technol-
gy based on a standard CMOS process coupled with conductive
nd non-magnetic layers.
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